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KeepingYouConnected... Since April of 1936
LICKING RURAL ELECTRIFICATION, INC. (DBA) THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

In May of 1935, Franklin D. Roosevelt created the
federal Rural Electrification Administration (REA). The
engineering and financial assistance provided by the
REA was instrumental in the success of the electric
cooperative movement in the U.S. In the time between
Thomas Edison's invention of the incandescent light in
1879 and the early years of the 20th century, electricity
spread to most major cities and towns across the country.
Folks living in America's rural interior, however, including
Licking and surrounding counties, were shut out. Investor-owned utilities saw no profit in providing electricity to such sparsely populated regions. In rural areas
where electricity was available, it was often prohibitively
expensive. So while the rest of the country enjoyed the
benefits and amenities electricity provided, farmers and
their families continued as they had for centuries: hauling, chopping, ironing, and washing, all by hand.

of Utica on State Route 13. Shortly after the acquisition
of National Gas and its subsidiaries, LRE moved the headquarters to Newark. Today, the Cooperative employs
170 people, operates and maintains more than 3,100
miles of electric line, more than 1,000 miles of natural gas
distribution pipeline, and serves over 62,000 members.
After 80 years, TEC remains a not-for-profit organization
with for-profit propane and natural gas production
companies under the direct control of its memberconsumers.

The creation of the REA in 1935 and its authorization
as a permanent government agency the following year
made low-interest loans available to residents willing
to build power lines in unserved areas. Shortly thereafter, in April of 1936, a group of farmers from Licking
and Knox counties took advantage of the REA program
and formed Licking Rural Electrification, Inc. (LRE), which
today is known as The Energy Cooperative (TEC). At its
inception, 5 people were employed to service 410 members and 143 miles of electric line. The George Conrad
Farm on Smoketown Road was the first energized.
For 40 years, the LRE office was located one mile south
Pictured left: Mr. and Mrs. George Conrad,
first members to have an electric meter
set on their home by Licking Rural
Electrification, Inc. (LRE).

Inset Photo: Line Crewmen with Licking Rural
Electrification, Inc. build electric line.
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Significant Dates of
Your Cooperative:
1936 L icking Rural Electrification, Inc.
was formed
1946 I ndustrial Gas Company
changed name to
National Gas & Oil
1991 N ational Gas & Oil acquired
Stone Resource & Energy
Corporation and renamed it
NGO Development Corporation
1998 N ational Gas & Oil created
NGO Propane Cooperative
1998 L icking Rural Electrification Inc.
purchased National Gas & Oil
Company, with all companies
doing business as The Energy
Cooperative
2003 N GO Transmission, Inc.
was created

Cooperative Principle #1:

Voluntary and
OpenMembership

(800) 255-6815

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

EIGHTY YEARS OF SERVICE & BEYOND
BY TODD WARE, PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

t seems like every day we hear
Iabout
a company starting up or

Todd Ware

one closing down. Not many businesses seem to survive for a long
time. I am happy to say that your
Cooperative has been around for
80 years providing you safe, reliable and affordable energy. You will
see in this issue that we are taking
some time to reflect on the ups and
downs of your Cooperative.

As I reflect on what I believe has enabled us to survive
all these years, several things come to mind. First is that
we have always tried to focus on our member-owners'
needs. It strikes me how those needs have changed over
the years. In the beginning the focus was just on getting electric to every person that wanted it. Then that
changed to making the electric more reliable and safe.
Now that we all depend so much on electricity, the focus
is even more on reliability and service.
Next, I believe that one thing stands out clearly over the
years, and that is the people involved with the Cooperative. Over the past 80 years, we have had great employees who work hard to meet your needs, along with good
leadership from the Board of Directors who represent
each of you and your concerns. Employees and board
members work very hard to make sure the Cooperative
is headed in the right direction.
The third item that comes to mind is the Cooperative’s longstanding commitment to the communities
we serve. From the beginning we have always been
invested in our service territory, both from a financial
standpoint and a people standpoint. Not only are our
directors your neighbors, but our leadership team
and employees are your neighbors. I believe that, in
always striving to keep our neighbors happy, we have
forged a great partnership between the members and
the Cooperative.

Pictured:
LRE's Annual
Meeting of
Members,
now and then.

2012

Cooperative Principle #2:

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

In my job as your CEO, I
am responsible for not
only the day-to-day
issues, but planning for
the future. So while I
have spent some time
reflecting, I must also
look ahead to what the
next 80 years may bring.
Eighty years is too long a
time span to attempt to
predict, so I focus on the
next few years and even
that could change with
just one event.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
• Your Cooperative has
always focused on
member-owner needs.
• The Cooperative has
always been invested
in our communities.
• The Supreme Court
granted a stay on the
Clean Power Plan.

On February 9, the U.S. Supreme Court granted a stay
on the Clean Power Plan. For many days prior, I spent
countless hours working on how Ohio Electric Cooperatives were going to meet the guidelines. The ruling
gives rise to whether the Clean Power Plan will ever be
put into place. I am pleased the stay was granted so that
all the legal issues can be worked out prior to any new
rules coming into effect, which would force us to spend
even more money on our power generation plants. Now
you can see why I do not like to predict the future! One
thing that I can tell you is the Ohio Electric Cooperatives
believe in an “all of the above” approach to power generation and continue to look for new ways to generate
power cleanly.
One thing that is for sure: The Energy Cooperative will
be here working hard every day to ensure that we can
provide you safe, reliable and affordable energy for the
foreseeable future. We appreciate the support from our
member-owners over the past 80 years and hope that
we will be a part of your world for another 80 years.

1953

Democratic MemberControl
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SAFETY FIRST

KNOWING WHAT TO DO SAVED THEIR LIVES
BY CONNIE HOGUE, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES & SAFETY

W hen Lee Whittaker and Ashley

Connie Hogue

Taylor, high school students in
Indiana, saw a power line safety
demonstration at their school,
they never dreamed that what
they learned would be used only
days later. A car carrying Whittaker,
Taylor, and two classmates crashed
into a utility pole, bringing down
live power lines. That’s when the
safety demonstration paid off.

The Energy Cooperative provides FREE electric safety
demonstrations to schools, first responders, highway
maintenance companies, businesses, and civic groups.
Using live power lines, these demonstrations show when
electricity can be dangerous, such as flying a kite, using a
ladder, trimming trees, digging underground and more.
We show people how to avoid overhead and underground power lines and remain in the car if the accident
involves a utility pole.
In a car accident, electricity is usually the last thing on
victims’ minds. Everyone is concerned with injuries and
vehicle damage. However, by exiting the vehicle, we risk
being electrocuted by a downed power line, causing
serious injury or even death.
In an accident with a utility pole, your vehicle may be
charged with electricity. Loose wires may be in contact
with or near your car. If you step out of the vehicle you
become the electricity’s path to the ground and you
could be electrocuted. While downed lines sometimes arc
and spark, unmoving power lines can be just as lethal.
If you are in an accident with a power pole, call 911 and
stay in the car. Warn others to stay away until a utility
professional or first responder says it is safe to exit. Only
exit the vehicle is if it is on fire—and that is rare. If you
must exit, jump clear of the car while pressing your feet
tightly together and without touching the vehicle and
ground at the same time. “Bunny hop” with your feet

Pictured:
Dean
Ogle, Line
Operations
Foreman and
member of
The Energy
Cooperative's
Electric Safety
Team, demonstrates
what happens when
objects come
in contact
with a car
door that is
energized
with
electricity.

Pictured:
Students Lee
Whittaker
and Ashley
Taylor applied what
they learned
during an
electric safety
demonstration to save
their lives.

still tightly together to safety. By bunny hopping, you
decrease the chance of different strengths of electricity
running from one foot to the other, which can be deadly.
Whittaker, Taylor and their friends survived because they
had learned caution. They waited more than 30 minutes
for line crews to arrive, but made sure nobody left the
car and warned away those who tried to approach.
Knowledge about power lines kept everyone safe. The
Energy Cooperative wants to ensure that you know what
to do if you are in or see an accident involving power
poles. To arrange a free electric safety demonstration for
your organization, please email us at feedback@theenergycoop.com or call (740) 348-1136.

2009

1958

1950
Pictured left: LRE Linemen.
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Center photo: Loading poles.
Right: Replacing a pole that was damaged by a storm.

(800) 255-6815

Refrigerator
Recycling Returns!

We pick up your old fridge and you pick up $50.

ELECTRIC  NATURAL GAS  PROPANE

Good news! The Energy Cooperative (TEC) is resuming the $50 refrigerator recycling rebate
program. To participate, you must be an electric member of TEC. Call (740) 345-6639 to
schedule a pick-up. Additional requirements for the program are as follows:
• T he refrigerator or freezer must be clean, empty, defrosted, and recently
in working condition.
• The unit must meet the size requirement of 10 cu ft. - 30 cu ft.
• You must have an active electric account with The Energy Cooperative.
• There is a limit of two (2) units per customer address per calendar year.
• An adult, 18 years of age or older, must be present to sign and release the unit at the time of pick-up.
• The unit must be in the garage or in the driveway for easy loading on the day of pick-up.
• The recycling appliance must be disconnected from waterlines prior to the pick-up crew's arrival.
• You must provide clear and safe access to your appliances for the removal team.
If you would like to schedule a pick-up, please feel free to contact our refrigerator recycling partner, Dor-Mar
Heating and Air Conditioning, at (740) 345-6639. A rebate of $50 will be sent to you for recycling your refrigerator
after your unit is picked up by our contractor. A check should arrive by mail within a month of pick-up. For additional
questions, visit our website at www.theenergycoop.com or call our Member Service Department at (800) 255-6815.
The Energy Cooperative is no longer in contract with JACO Environmental for refrigerator recycling. If you had a
refrigerator picked up by JACO and you have not received your rebate check, please contact our Member Service
Department at (800) 255-6815.

April is National
Safe Digging Month
This April marks the ninth annual National Safe Digging Month,
an initiative that urges excavators and homeowners to call 811
before beginning a digging project to avoid the injuries or
fatalities that could result from striking a utility line.
According to the Common Ground Alliance, a utility line
is damaged by digging once every three minutes nationwide. One-third of these incidents are caused by failure
of the professional excavator or homeowner to call 811
before beginning their digging project.
A free phone call to 811 connects homeowners and
contractors with their local one-call center, which
notifies the appropriate utility companies of their intent
to dig. Professional locators are then sent to the requested digging site to mark the approximate locations of
underground lines with flags, paint, or both.
Striking a single line can cause injury or death, significant repair costs, fines and inconvenient outages, which
is why every digging project, no matter how large or
small, warrants a call to 811. Installing a mailbox, building a deck and planting a tree or garden are all examples
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

of digging projects that should begin only after underground utility lines are marked by a professional locator.
“Safety is our top priority," said Dave Detty, The Energy
Cooperative's Gas Utility Manager. "As April marks the
start of spring digging season, we encourage all homeowners and professionals to make the call to 811 to
have underground utility lines in their area marked.
Please join us in an effort to keep our communities
safe and connected.”
The depth of utility lines can vary for a number of reasons. Utility lines need to be properly marked because
even when digging only a few inches, the risk of striking
an underground utility line still exists.

Call the Ohio Utility Protection Service (OUPS) at 811 or
(800) 362-2764 two business days before you start your project.
MARCH & APRIL 2016 • THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE TIMES
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FINANCIAL UPDATE

PROGRESSING WITH A PURPOSE – FROM RECOVERY TO STABILITY
BY PAT MCGONAGLE, VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

he Energy Cooperative (TEC)
Tstrives
to meet our mission state-

Pat McGonagle

ment of providing safe and reliable
energy to our member-owners
daily, while balancing the financial
needs of our diverse Cooperative.
Your Cooperative has come a
long way since the financial
troubles it was facing at the
turn of the century.

Dave Potter was hired by the Board of Directors in 2001
to work with management to turn TEC around. This was
a demanding battle as TEC bottomed out financially
by the end of 2002. Coming off four years of losses
totaling $51M, total equity stood at negative $64M
(-30.7 percent), credit facilities were fully extended
and TEC was not in compliance with bank covenants.
What caused such dire financial straits? The Cooperative
diversified into the business of marketing residential and
commercial-retail natural gas when the market price of
natural gas reached an all-time high. TEC was locked
into numerous fixed price contracts at a below-market
rate, eventually leading to large financial losses and
even litigation.
In 2003, management, with the support of the Board of
Directors implemented an aggressive strategic recovery plan that increased focus on operating and capital
budgets that still continues today. Some measures taken
include a 15 percent workforce reduction, selling underperforming assets, cutting operating expenses, controlling capital expenditures and implementing revenue enhancement measures. Today the Board develops annual
goals to ensure our strategic plan is met. This requires
the hard work and dedication of all employees at TEC.
TEC has taken advantage of business opportunities over
time including, but not limited to, the formation of the
natural gas transmission and storage cooperative, over

The above graph illustrates The Energy Cooperative's total assets since 2000.

$7M reduction of annual interest through refinancing,
a revenue lease agreement providing $22M, and reduction of post-retirement health care costs. Additional
investments in technology were implemented such as
automatic metering and infrastructure replacements to
reduce future operating costs.
All of these actions have improved finances. We have
returned a positive net margin every year since 2003.
The 2014 net income was $8.3M, and equity is now
$20M or a positive 7.73 percent.
The 2015 audit is underway and it looks like another
strong year. We expect to be approaching 10 percent
equity by the end of 2015. Why does this matter? Every
year we strive to meet new goals and continue to work
towards reaching an equity position of 20 percent, at
which point the Board of Directors can consider paying
capital credits. TEC is focused on trying to reach this
goal as soon as possible while meeting our mission
statement on a
daily basis.

Pictured right:
Delivering propane,
then and now.

1998

Pictured left and center: Maintaining substations,
now and then.

1955
2015
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FOR INSTRUCTIONS, VISIT WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

Harvest

The Purity of Rain
BY ANDREA KUBIK, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

THE RAIN BARREL is an old-fashioned garden
tool that is once again gaining great favor. Did you know
that plants thrive on rainwater more than municipal
water or even recycled grey water? Without rain barrels
we waste one of our most valuable natural resources.
For each inch of rain that falls on 500 square feet (46
square meters) of roof, you can collect roughly 300
gallons (1,136 liters) of water in rain barrels! Gathering
water from our roofs helps to reduce downstream flooding and keep watersheds healthy. The water collected is
great for all non-potable water uses. Pretty impressive.
Unfortunately, it is not recommended to drink captured
rainwater because of potential contaminants on your
roof. However, you can set up a pump and filter system
similar to what you use on a ground well. A food-grade
drum ensures there is no harm to plants from contaminants or that you will ingest something harmful from
eating plants that have absorbed toxins.
In the old days, many folks knew the value of rain barrels,
and most stationed one under downspouts. Purchased
rain barrels can often be expensive; home improvement

companies sell them for close to $100, or even more.
Why not make your own? Your county extension office
may have rain barrel workshops and some counties
give rebates to homeowners for using rain barrels, so
be sure to check out your options. A great place to
start is the Licking County Soil and Water Conservation
District calendar of workshops which can be found at
www.lickingswcd.com. Go to The Energy Cooperative’s
website to learn how to make a rain barrel at home:
www.theenergycoop.com, key word BARREL.
Rain barrels don’t need to be ugly. You can make yours
into garden art by painting the outside of the barrel or
integrating them into the landscaping. You may find it
easier to use your free water than to unwind the hose,
especially for newly set plants or container gardens.
If you leave an opening for dipping, be sure to keep it
covered with a fine-mesh screen to prevent mosquitoes.
Feeder gold fish in the water are inexpensive and fun to
watch. Just think, if the power goes off you will still have
enough water to wash your hands and face!

IMPORTANT MESSAGES... fromThe EnergyCooperative
Right-of-Way Clearing Planned for 2016
Throughout 2016, The Energy Cooperative’s Right-of-Way Crews, along with
contract crews from W.A. Kendall & Co., will be performing right-of-way
maintenance in the areas served by our Mt. Vernon, Palmyra, Jelloway and
Brandon substations.
Clearly Marked Addresses
Please be sure that the address to your home, business or other
structure is clearly marked. This simple step could be a life-saver in case
of an emergency, especially at night. In many emergency situations, our
utility personnel must assist first responders by shutting off the source of
gas or de-energizing electricity. Having your address clearly marked will
also help our service personnel locate your residence more quickly during a
gas service interruption, power outage or propane delivery. We appreciate
your cooperation. Remember to keep your driveways cleared, too.
SAVE THE DATE: The Energy Cooperative's 80th Annual Meeting
Join us at The Reece Center Tuesday, May 17, on the OSU-COTC Campus,
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

1179 University Drive in Newark, 43055, for our 80th Annual Meeting. See
the democratic process in action as we present the year in review, discuss
business concerns and elect representatives to our Board of Directors. This is a
great opportunity to meet your current representatives on the Board of Directors and management staff. Registration opens at 5:00 p.m. Business portion
begins at 6:00 p.m. Food, refreshments, entertainment, and door prizes.
SAVE THE DATE: The Energy Cooperative's Kids Day
We will host our annual Kids Day at The Works, 55 South First Street in Downtown Newark, on Sunday, June 26, from noon to 4:00 p.m. The Works, a local
showcase for history, art, science and technology, will open its doors for this
special event held in appreciation of the members of The Energy Cooperative
and their families. Lots of fun and interactive activities for kids of all ages. The
day will include free food, refreshments, goody bags (while supplies last),
door prizes, safety demonstrations, entertainment, pony rides, carriage rides,
games, photos for the kids and much more! Tickets will be inserted in the
May/June issue of this newsletter.
MARCH & APRIL 2016 • THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE TIMES
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Member Spotlight:

BROSCEUS' GRANDDAUGHTERS & RODGERS RECALL...

The Day the Lights Came On in Licking County
BY ANDREA KUBIK, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

When the lights came on in Licking County

in 1936, Marilyn Norris’ and Barbara Young’s grandfather,
Arthur Brosceus, lived on a farm east of Jacksontown he
had bought in 1914. Electricity was common in cities
by the 1930s, but not on widespread rural farms. For
investor-owned utility companies, the cost to construct
power lines beyond urban areas was too high. In rural
Licking County, heat was from wood or coal, light from
kerosene and candles, and nearly every chore was
done manually.
Pictured: Arthur
Brosceus' home
was one of the
first to be energized by LRE. The
home still stands
today and is fed
by The Energy
Co-op's Jacksontown sub.

When electricity was being
brought to the
area by Licking
Rural Electric,
Brosceus
signed up for
membership.

Arthur Brosceus was a forward-thinking farmer, despite
hard economic times. Knowing that electric would bring
more to their lives than just lights, Arthur requested
membership with Licking Rural Electrification, Inc. (LRE)
when it was offered. He and his son, Harry, wired the
house, and later the workshop and barn. Marilyn and
Barbara recall that electric brought huge changes to
their grandparents’ lives.

“Before electricity, they
went to bed
early because it was
difficult to
see,” Marilyn
says. “With
electric, they
could stay
up longer in
the evenings
and they no
longer had
to rely on
kerosene so
much.”
Barbara says,
“An electric
washer made
life so much
easier for
grandma.
Pictured above: Marilyn Norris (seated) and Barbara Young,
They purgranddaughters of Arthur Brosceus still have their
chased an
grandfather's original certificate of membership from 1939.
electric stove
in 1947 and a refrigerator in the mid-50s. Grandpa developed a bigger chicken operation, using electric for light
and warming the chickens.”

“Before electricity, they went to bed
early because it was difficult to see.”
– Barbara Norris

Repairing electric line.

Installing natural gas line, then and now.

1963

1949
8

2014

2012
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KEEPING YOU CONNECTED SINCE APRIL OF 1936

Some members can recall the days without electricity. Today, Americans' standard of living
has risen greatly as nearly everyone has electric power at home, school, and at work.

The granddaughters still have Brosceus' original certificate of membership with Licking Rural Electrification,
Inc. from 1939. Arthur would be proud that his granddaughters still use electric from LRE. Marilyn has used
LRE for 51 years. “I’ve never been without power except
for the big ice storm in 2005. Even during the blizzards
of ’76 and ’78, we had power.” Barbara, who has been an
electric member since moving to Utica in 1970, agrees.
For Arland
Rodgers,
the lights
came on
later than
for the
Brosceus
family. “I
was born
in 1923
and I don’t
think my
family had
even heard
Pictured above: Arland Rodgers, electric member and former
Cooperative Board Chair, recalls the day the lights came
of electric
on for the first time in his home.
in 1923!”
he chuckles. “It was 1946 when my parents’ home was
electrified, and I was 27 before my own home received
power. Wire was scarce – materials had gone to the war
effort. When we were finally energized, I remember feeling relief because we didn’t have to use the kerosene
lamps and I could finally see at night! At first we used
electric mostly for lights and the water pumps. Eventually we purchased a washer, then a radio and other
appliances. Times were tough back then and electric
definitely made life easier."
Rodgers’ neighbors asked him to serve on the Board of
Directors at LRE in 1969. He witnessed many changes

“Times were tough back then and
electricity definitely made life easier.”
– Arland Rodgers
over the years, serving as Secretary/Treasurer and Board
Chair for the last four. LRE increased energy services
during his tenure by merging with National Gas and Oil.
“There were a few bumps in the road, but overall, it was
a good decision, allowing us to stay local and expanding
the energy services we could provide for our co-op.”

Pictured bottom row, second from right, Arland Rodgers served on the Cooperative's
Board of Directors from 1969 to 2008.

Electric cooperatives “empowered” rural Ohio in many
ways, and they still do. Licking Rural Electrification, Inc.,
now doing business as The Energy Cooperative, owns
National Gas & Oil Cooperative, NGO Development Corporation, NGO Propane Cooperative, NGO Transmission,
and Producers Gas Sales.
Arland Rodgers says, “There have been a lot of improvements to the system and the Cooperative has always
stuck to its original principles. I am proud of that.”
Company logos, then and now.

Member Service Reps.

1947

2016

1936

2016

Members'EconomicParticipation

Cooperative Principle #3:
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM
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Pictured are employees of The Energy Cooperative's Electric Operations.

Employee Spotlight:
Critical Connections Behind the Power
BY ANDREA KUBIK, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

April 11 is National Lineman Appreciation Day,

downed power lines cause outages, they can result in
severe injury or death. ROW crews also assist line crews
by providing easier access to equipment, which helps reduce the duration of power outages. Limiting trees and
brush near power lines increases the reliability of service
and helps to protect members from electrical hazards.

While linemen work in highly visible settings, many
people behind the scenes of The Energy Cooperative’s
Electric Operations, located at our Utica Service Center,
labor tirelessly to help keep the lights on. They do so
with little or no public recognition or acknowledgment.
Linemen often work in public view such as along residential roads, state highways and subdivisions. While
they work to restore power during outages or perform
everyday tasks such as replacing or installing new power
lines, replacing transformers and cut-out fuses, a lot of
logistical work takes place behind the scenes to assist
the linemen.

Supporting and Assisting
Although our Electric Operations is in Utica, we strive
to keep services seamless with support from numerous
people located at headquarters in Newark. From the
CEO/President, Todd Ware, to Safety and Human
Resources, from Accounting to I.T., from Public
Relations to Member Service, each area is responsible
for treating you appropriately from the time you sign
up for membership.

so let’s take a moment to recognize those who often
work in all types of weather to ensure we have safe and
reliable power. Linemen are often first responders during
storms and catastrophic events, working to make the
scene safe for safety officers and the public.

The Strength Behind Your Power
Linemen work with thousands of volts of electricity
atop power lines 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, to keep
electricity flowing and infrastructure maintained. The Vice
President and Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Electric
Operations, Gary Glover, ensures that all employees know
their roles and perform them at a high level. The COO and
the Operations Manager, Forest Rose, oversee the dayto-day functions. During major outages they, along with
other supervisors, coordinate each department to ensure
the system is restored in a safe and timely manner.
Monitoring and Maintaining
The Operations and Engineering department keeps the
overall system safe and well maintained. This team plans
for future needs and monitors existing equipment and
resources. Working with electricity is inherently dangerous. Continual safety training is critical and provided
routinely, fostering a culture of safety for all workers.
Keeping the System Safe and Tidy
Right-of-Way (ROW) crews work year-round to keep
the power lines clear of trees and vegetation, a major
contributor to power outages and blinks. Not only do

10
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Staying in Sync
Many people and departments work closely to serve
you, the member-owner, because members are at the
heart of everything we do. As a cooperative, our concern
for community sets us apart from other businesses.
From sponsoring local sports teams to supporting new
jobs and industry through our economic development
efforts, we stand as a driving force in our community.
The electricity we provide literally powers our
communities, and it takes every person in the
Cooperative to keep you connected.

1945
LRE employees at the original office located in downtown Utica, OH.

(800) 255-6815

DIRECTOR'S CORNER

MEMBERS LIKE YOU DRIVE OUR CO-OP
BY DUSTIN BUCKINGHAM, DIRECTOR, DISTRICT 7, CCD

n 2012, the National Rural
IElectric
Cooperative Association

(NRECA), the trade association representing 900 electric cooperatives
in 47 states, released a report titled,
The Electric Cooperative Purpose
— A Compass for the 21st Century.
The report covered the findings of
a task force composed of a dozen
electric co-op leaders from across
Dustin Buckingham
the country, and the primary determination was that an electric cooperative’s purpose
is to “power communities and empower members to
improve the quality of their lives.”
The Energy Cooperative (TEC) is a member of NRECA
and firmly believes that you, our members, need to be at
the heart of everything we do. We are proud of the fact
that we are different from investor-owned utilities, in
which the primary purpose is to generate profit for their
stockholders. Many of those stockholders don’t live in
the communities served by the utility. While TEC must,

Cooperative Principle #4:

of course, generate enough revenue to cover costs,
profit is not our primary motive. Serving you and your
neighbors is our number one priority.
As The Electric Cooperative Purpose report noted, “Our
story is about ordinary people who banded together to
improve the quality of life by providing electricity to our
community when no one else would do it.” Although that
was 80 years ago, we still need your active participation
in determining the future of our cooperative.
TEC welcomes your input on what we can do to ensure
we are meeting your needs. I encourage you to visit our
website at www.theenergycoop.com and complete the
online survey to voice your concerns or to let us know
how we are doing (keyword SURVEY). You’re invited to
attend our Annual Meeting on May 17 where you can
speak one-on-one with your cooperative representatives
on the Board or the management staff. One thing you
can absolutely count on from your locally owned cooperative: we will always be local — right here and ready
to serve our membership.

Autonomy&Independence

Prepare for Summer Heat, Increase Energy Savings

• S hut the unit off and clear away leaves and yard debris.
Inside the unit, clean or replace filters that can restrict
air flow and reduce overall efficiency by making the
air conditioner work harder on hot summer days. Dust
the fan blades if you can do so safely. Make sure air can
flow freely over the inside and outside coils. Vacuum
registers to remove any dust buildup.
• While cleaning windows, check weather stripping.
When using window air conditioner units, ensure that
weather stripping is in place. Placement should be
between the middle of the top window pane and the
bottom pane.

Summer is just around the corner!

Adding to your list of spring chores can help make your
home more energy efficient and deliver energy bills that
won’t make you sweat when temperatures soar.
Start with your air conditioner.
Spring and early summer are good times to make sure
that your air conditioning unit is ready to work when
you flip the switch:
• Get help from a professional who can inspect and
service your unit.
• Give your air conditioner a do-it-yourself cleaning.
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

Check out your roof.
See how well your roof has weathered the winter. Few
things can shorten the life of your home faster than
a roof leak, even a minor one can damage your attic
insulation before you know it. A roofing professional can
assess and repair things like loose or missing shingles,
repair leaks, and clear gutters.
Make The Energy Cooperative a resource. We can help
you determine the right steps for your home, including
whether an energy audit will help find more savings.
You can also visit www.theenergycoop.com to find 101
energy savings tips and tools that can add to energy savings as temperatures outside climb.
MARCH & APRIL 2016 • THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE TIMES
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ROUND UP SPOTLIGHT

WYATT ADKINS COMMUNITY PARK
BY GARY BAKER, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & PR

Shane and Beth Adkins had an idea. Their six-month-old
son, Wyatt, had just passed away with a rare heart defect
known as Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome and they
wanted to create a memorial in his honor.

needs of kids of all ages and all abilities and embrace
children at play," Beth said. "It's a way for us to visit the
memory and legacy Wyatt left in our lives."

In the DeRemembercember
ing Wyatt
meeting of
will always
The Energy
be bitterCooperative
sweet for
Operation
Beth and
Round Up
Shane and
Foundation,
Wyatt’s
a significant
siblings,
donation
Audrey and
spread over
Carson, but
Pictured above: A conceptual illustration of the playground portion of the Wyatt Adkins Park planned for the Hanover area. three years
recently the
was made to
Adkins family was filled with hope. As the family worked the Wyatt Adkins Heart Organization in support of the
through the darkness of their grief, they decided one
capital campaign to construct the Wyatt Adkins Comway to heal was to establish a foundation in Wyatt's
munity Park.
memory to help others. They wanted something that
President/CEO Todd Ware said, “This project speaks to
would promote community by emphasizing kids first,
the heart of what The Energy Cooperative Operation
family and fellowship. The foundation would remind
Round Up Foundation is all about. Our members will be
them of Wyatt’s courage and help remember the other
proud of how our Round Up dollars will help improve
families they met while staying so many days at the
the Licking Valley community.”
hospital.
The Wyatt Adkins Heart Organization was formed. After
almost eight years of planning and fund-raising, the
project they've been working on to remember their son
has taken on new momentum. Several organizations
and community members have come together to really
bring the project to life. The goal is to build a large community park in Hanover, east of Newark. Nearly sixteen
acres have been acquired and the impressive plans have
been drawn. When finished, the park will have a playground, basketball courts, sand volleyball courts, shelter
houses, baseball/softball field, football/soccer field, a
walking path, a 24-hour library and so much more.
"That's what we love about the park: It will meet the

THANK YOU MEMBERS!
You have donated MORE THAN $2.3 MILLION to
our community through Operation Round Up.
To view grants awarded or for more information visit
www.theenergycoop.com
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RECENT ROUND UP AWARDS: In February of 2016, The Energy
Cooperative Operation Round Up Foundation, Inc. awarded $34,127
to the following community groups in our service area:
• G ranville Historical Society for chimney repair.
• Winter Sanctuary Homeless Shelter for furniture and lockers.
• Muskingum Valley Council Boy Scouts for a 3D printer
and accessories.
• Knox County Head Start, Inc. for roof repair to the
Fredericktown building.
• Danville Schools Athletic Department for scoreboards for
baseball and softball fields.
• Together We Grow, Inc. for garden materials.
• River View High School for materials for a STEM project.
• Granville Christian Academy to purchase an AED.
• Knox Learning Center to replace old lighting at the
West Side School.
• Fredericktown Community Joint Emergency Ambulance
District towards a Stryker Power Load System.
(800) 255-6815

Cooperative Principle #7

CONCERN FOR COMMUNITY

TYLER'S LIGHT

BY GARY BAKER, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & PR

he auditorium is surprisingly quiet, full of high school
T
students, all eyes focused on Wayne Campbell as he tells
his story. "Tyler Campbell was my son, a loving and kind
young man who was dedicated to his family and friends.
He loved sports of all kinds, especially football. Tyler
accomplished his boyhood dream of playing Division I
football after earning a scholarship to the University of
Akron. Tyler was pursuing a career to help others until
one dreadful day when his mother and brother found
him in his bedroom, overdosed on heroin, his 23-year-old
life ending much too soon. His death left behind a family
and a community devastated by the loss," Columbus
Dispatch, March 25, 2013, explains.

Tyler’s Light, a foundation that parents Wayne and
Christy Campbell established after their son’s death in
2011, has organized town-hall meetings and delivered
presentations to more than 20,000 students and teachers
at junior and senior high schools and colleges in Ohio.
Tyler Campbell was a 2007 graduate of Pickerington
North High School. He was injured while playing
football for the University of Akron and became
addicted to painkillers and later, heroin.
The Energy Cooperative, along with Park National Bank
and Licking Memorial Hospital, are currently sponsoring
Tyler’s Light presentations by Wayne Campbell. Campbell is committed to delivering a message across the
country that prescription drugs can be dangerous.

Facts he shares:
• 1 of 5 high school students has used a prescription
drug not prescribed to him/her; 8 of 10 of them get
the prescription drug from a friend or relative.
• 2,700 Ohioans abuse a prescription drug each day.
• Alcohol and marijuana are gateway drugs to the opiate
category — prescription pain medications and heroin.
• Teens most commonly abused pain relievers - OxyContin and Vicodin, stimulants like Ritalin and Adderall,
and sedatives and tranquilizers like Valium and Xanax.
If you or someone you know is affected by addiction,
Tyler’s Light is here to help. Please use http://tylerslight.
com/ as a resource for education and action. Learn
about the drugs that are prominent in the community —
leverage the resources we have provided and reach out
to Tyler’s Light when you need help.
Wayne Campbell was recently featured in a segment of
the CBS news program 60 Minutes which focused on the
heroin epidemic in Ohio.
• Parents: 1-855-DRUGFREE (1-855-378-4373)
• Find a Treatment Provider: 1-800-788-7254
• Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration: 1-800-662-HELP (4357)

TYLER’SLIGHT

Education,Training&Information– Cooperative Principle #5

2015

1953
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

Pictured left: The Energy Cooperative
has always been committed to our
community by sponsoring community
groups such as FFA. Pictured above: The
Energy Cooperative recently
donated electric meters as part
of an educational program
where students from C-TEC taught
Liberty Middle School students the
concept of electric current.

Bring the family to celebrate
the Earth and energy this spring
at our Utica Service Center!
Featuring fun and entertaining
activities designed to educate our
guests about trees, animals, nature,
habitat, conservation, recycling, energy efficiency, green energy, safety
and more. A scavenger hunt, kids’ crafts, safety demonstrations,
educational displays, seminars on solar, a live radio remote and
more. Guests will receive a family gift bag and a tree sapling (tree to
be determined). Food, refreshments, door prizes, tree saplings, and
goody bags while supplies last. We look forward to seeing you!

Sunday, April 24 from noon to 4:00 p.m.
at Our Utica Service Center • 11339 Mt. Vernon
Road (Route 13 North) • Utica, OH, 43080

Be sure to bring your ticket found in this newsletter.
For details, visit www.theenergycoop.com
MARCH & APRIL 2016 • THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE TIMES
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ROW MAINTENANCE

SPRING CLEANING BRINGS SAFE, RELIABLE POWER
BY GARY GLOVER, VP/COO OF ELECTRIC OPERATIONS

pring gives us a chance to
S
thaw out after a chilly winter. I, for

example, take advantage of longer
daylight hours by doing a little
spring cleaning and yard work,
but the seasonal shift isn’t all good
news. The rapid change from harsh,
cold air to warmer temperatures
can trigger severe weather. To
protect our electric lines and keep
Gary Glover
power flowing safely to your home,
The Energy Cooperative (TEC) maintains our right-ofway. Think of it as spring cleaning for power lines.
Right-of-way (ROW) maintenance keeps tree limbs and
other obstacles away from high-voltage power lines. It’s
an important part of the service we provide to you, our
members, for three reasons: safety, reliability, and cost.
Our primary concern is the safety of our workers and
members. Properly maintained ROW keeps our crews
safe when they are restoring service and maintaining
our system. Keeping trees clear of power lines also keeps
your family safe. From making sure a child’s tree house
doesn’t hit power lines to creating a safe environment
while doing yard work, a well-maintained ROW helps
avoid tragedy.
Power lines are a constant part of our landscape; it’s easy
to forget they are around. We work hard to keep the
area around our lines clear, but we need your help. Be
alert this spring. Do not plant trees or tall vegetation
under power lines, and keep an eye out for power lines
when working in your yard or on the farm.

Cooperative Principle #6:
Plan for the Future When Planting a Tree
Zone 1─ (Utility Easement
Area) Small Trees and
Shrubs: Zone 1 is the utility
easement area. It is better
to not plant in this area. If
you do, plant 20 feet away
from any side of a power
line. Shrubs or a tree height
of no higher than 15 feet
when mature is
recommended.

Do not plant
within
20 feet

Zone 2 ─ Medium Trees: Zone 2 is
the area 40 feet away from any side
of the power line. In Zone 2, a tree
height of no higher than 40 feet
when fully mature is recommended.

If severe spring weather
blows through, a wellmaintained ROW leads
to fewer outages and
faster response time
because trees are less
of a threat. When trees
do fall, crews are able to
restore service quicker
than they could in
poorly maintained areas.

Safety, reliability, and cost: this is why we believe in ROW
"spring cleaning." If we compromise on one of these
areas, it impacts the others. At The Energy Cooperative,
maintaining our ROW is a priority for your safety,
comfort, and pocketbook.

CooperationAmongCooperatives
Zone 3 ─ Tall or Large Trees: Zone 3 is the area 60 feet
away from any side of the power line. For this zone, a
tree height of 40 feet and higher when fully mature is
recommended.
40 + feet

Zone 3

Zone 4 ─ Transmission
Lines: Unlike the power lines
located in most neighborhoods, transmission lines use
much taller poles and carry
much greater voltage. If your
property is near a transmission line, please leave the
area within 50 feet of the
transmission line clear
of any trees.
Zone 4

SAFETY WARNING: Trees can conduct
electricity and create a safety hazard if
limbs grow too close to electric lines.
Power outages or flickers can occur when
trees or tree branches come into contact
with overhead lines. Electrical arcing from
a wire to a nearby branch can cause fires.
Of greater concern is the safety risk when
children climb trees near power lines.
Accidental contact of electric wires with
a tree limb or person playing or trimming
around the tree could be FATAL.

40 feet

15 feet
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• ROW maintenance
is important to
controlling cost.

This spring and summer, TEC right-of-way crews, along
with contract crews from W.A. Kendall Co., will be performing ROW maintenance in the areas surrounding our
Mt. Vernon, Palmyra, Jelloway and Brandon substations.

Zone 2

40 feet

• ROW keeps tree limbs
away from highvoltage power lines.

• TEC ROW crews have
As a not-for-profit
been assigned to areas
company, TEC strives to
around our Mt. Vernon,
keep costs low for you,
Palmyra, Jelloway and
our member-owners.
Brandon substations.
Maintaining our ROW
is an important part
of controlling those costs. Fewer and shorter outages
save money for everyone. When crews work in wellmaintained areas, we can reduce risks for employees and
equipment too, another way to keep costs low.

Zone 1

Do not plant within 20 feet

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS:

60 feet
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(800) 255-6815

Our

LEMON
JELL-O CAKE
Prep & Cooking Time:
Roughly 45 minutes
Serves 10 to 12

Recipe

FEATURED

LEMON JELL-O CAKE
Submitted by Connie Hogue, TEC Employee

RecipeContest Returns

CALLING ALL COOKS! Do you have a SUMMER PICNIC recipe that everyone
loves? How about sharing it with us! Need some incentive? If your recipe is chosen to be
printed we'll give you your choice of a $100 gift card or a $100 credit to your energy bill!
All we need is a copy of the recipe, your name, service address and contact information.
Winners will be contacted by the Cooperative's newsletter editor. Simply mail your
favorite recipe to The Energy Cooperative, Attention Editor, P.O. Box 4970, Newark, OH
43058-4970. Or send it via email to feedback@theenergycoop.com, subject line: Recipe
Contest. Questions? Call (800) 255-6815, extension 1220.

◆

Ingredients for Cake:
One 3oz. package of
lemon JELL-O
1 cup boiling water
1 lemon cake mix
3/4 cup of vegetable oil
4 eggs
Ingredients for Glaze:
2 cups powdered sugar
Bottled lemon juice
Directions for Cake:
Preheat oven to 350˚F. Grease
and flour a 9 x 13 baking pan
and set aside. In small bowl,
add JELL-O with 1 cup of
boiling water. Stir with spoon
until dissolved. Set aside. In
large mixing bowl, beat cake
mix and oil with electric mixer
until blended well. Add eggs
one at a time until blended.
Add JELL-O mix and continue
to beat until blended well. Pour
batter into prepared pan. Bake
at 350˚F for approximately
35 minutes or until wooden

toothpick inserted in center
comes out clean. While the
cake is baking you can make
the lemon glaze.
Directions for Lemon Glaze:
In a small mixing bowl, mix
by hand with a spoon the
powdered sugar and enough
lemon juice to make a slightly
runny consistency. Set aside
until cake is done.
Once cake is done, remove
from oven and use a fork to
poke holes across the top of the
entire cake. The holes will allow
the lemon glaze to drizzle
down through the cake. Drizzle
the lemon glaze over entire
top of the cake. Hint: Drizzle
slowly and gently spread glaze
over the cake with a knife.
Notes from the Cook:
This cake has become a
traditional dessert favorite for
my family at Easter. If you like
lemon, you will love this cake.
It's light, moist, refreshing and
just simply delicious. I hope
your family will enjoy it as
much as mine does.

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

IN MEMORIAM

AlwaysRemembered

JOHNNY LYONS

It is with deep sadness that we inform you that
Johnny Lyons, 64, of Cambridge, passed away
in February, 2016. Lyons worked for 34 years
tending oil wells as a Field Operator for NGO
Development of Coshocton, a subsidiary of
The Energy Cooperative.

"Johnny was a stand-up guy—steady,
hardworking and extremely knowledgeable,"
said Dan McVey, VP/COO of The Energy
Johnny Lyons
Cooperative's Gas Operations. "Everyone
liked Johnny and respected him, including the landowners he
worked with. He had a great sense of humor and was the kind of
guy you just enjoyed being around. He will be sorely missed by all
of us at TEC."

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

TIMES

Contact us:
feedback@theenergycoop.com
Todd Ware, President & CEO
Gary Baker, Director of Marketing & PR
Andrea Kubik, Communications Manager
The Energy Cooperative Times is the official
publication of The Energy Cooperative.
With a circulation of over 62,000,
it is the bi-monthly communication link
between The Energy Cooperative based in
Newark, Ohio, and its members.
Cooperative members – please report any
change of address or phone number
to us at (800) 255-6815 or
feedback@theenergycoop.com.
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1500 Granville Road
P.O. Box 4970
Newark, Ohio 43058-4970
(800) 255-6815
www.theenergycoop.com

SIGN UP FOR SMARTHUB:

Our powerful online
account management tool.
It's safe, simple and secure.
Visit www.theenergycoop.com
to register or call (800) 255-6815
for assistance.
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FOR MEMBERS OF THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE:
TO REPORT AN ELECTRIC POWER OUTAGE OR A DOWNED POWER LINE: CALL 1-888-535-5732
TO REPORT A NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE OUTAGE OR EMERGENCY: MOVE AWAY FROM THE AREA
AND FROM A SAFE DISTANCE CALL 1-800-255-6815

1936

80

Years of Service

A lot has changed since we were founded in 1936,
but the principle remains the same...
2016

Cooperative Principle #2:

D emocratic M ember Control
We've got a seat
saved for you.

the energy cooperative annual meeting, 1953

Join Us for our 80th Annual Meeting, Tuesday, May 17, at The OSU-COTC Campus in Newark. Registration
begins at 5:00 p.m. Business portion begins at 6:00 p.m. Refreshments, entertainment, and door prizes. Director
election ballots must be postmarked by May 7 or delivered to 1500 Granville Road, Newark, by 4 p.m. on May 9.

